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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

SECOND STUDENT
PLAY TO BE GIVEN
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
!
i

"The Bishop Misbehaves" To
Be Presented By Student Company

CGEORGE CALL IN LEAD
Patricia Guppy To Play Role
Opposite Him

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1937

Chapel Service
Speaker

Tickets For Animated
Magazine Are Required
ved
he 1
A section
usual for Rollins students, fac
ulty and staff. Tickets will b.
required for admission, ant
must be secured by Friday ai
the Dean's office.

"The Bishop Misbehaves", to be
. ,d by the Rollins Student
in connection with Foundi.k Thursday and Friday
evrnitiKs of this week, in the Annie Kussell Theatre, is a play whose
setting is in England. It was written by Frederick Jackson, and was
presented in New York two seasons
ago with marked success.
The story concerns the elderly
Bishop of Broadminster whose passion for detective stories stands
him in good stead when he finds
himself in a position to use his
sleuthing abilities. This is a play
A w a r d s To Be Given To P o e t s ,
that will entertain and delight
Writers, Artists, And
everyone, with its holdup, robbery,
Florida Musicians
and hidden loot, all leading up to
the surprising climax brought
about by the calm but quick-witted PRIZES V A L U E D A T $350
bishop.

Dedicatory Address To Be
Delivered by Dr. Elon H.
Hooker
PUBLIC

PRIZES 10 BE
PRESENTED BI
ALLIED ARTS SEOVIGE! 0GIFVEN IN

George Call will portray the part
of the bishop. His excellent work
t s thc uncle in "Her Husband's
Wife" will be remembered by all
who saw that play in November.
Opposite him will be his sister.
Lady Emily Lyons, played by Patricia Guppy. This is the role
which Annie Russell was asked to
take in the original New York production.
Carl Howland will be the youthful bandit, Donald Meadows, a part
quite different from any he has
had. Cricket Manwaring will be
hia sweetheart, Hester Grantham.
Cricket has had parts in many Rollins student plays, beginning with
the leading role in "Mary the
Third", three years ago.
The victims ot the bapdit are
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

JOSEPH RAGAN IS
Ifl BE ORGANIST
Guest At Program To Ue
Given This Afternoon
I
COMES FROM ATLANTA
I Prof. Herman F. Siewert has
'innounccd that the Organ Vespers
this afternoon at 5:00 o'clock will
(be presented by Joseph Ragan, or?ganist of All Saints Episcopal
IChurch, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Ragan has been an organist
I since the «arly age of fourteen,
' wfien he held the position as organist at the Methodist Church in
I Dawson, Ga. He accepted his preslent position as organist and choirmaster at thc Atlanta church in
1930. His vested choir of fifty
voices is known throughout the
laouth for the high musical standUrds which they have maintained
kinder his leadership.
I Mr. Ragan. who holds a FellowIship with the American Guild of
Organists, has announced his program for this afternoon as follows:
1. Prelude in B Minor( Bach).
2. Elfes (Bonnet).
I 3. Toccata on " 0 Filii et Filiae"
((Farnum).
' 4. FanUsie (Saint-Saens).
5. Twilight at Fiesole (Bingtum).
6. .Meditation (Callaerts).
V. Allegro (Second Sympnohy),
Vierne).

inual Cloverleaf
fi Open House Dance
Was Held Saturday
The annual Cloverleaf open
kouse was held Saturday night,
February 13, from 8 till 12.
The living rooms downstairs
*ere cleared for dancing, and mufurnished by Glen Brown
Me
• open for
lis' rooms
k-as served on the porch
evening.
nes were Mrs. Lester,
ox, Mrs. Enwright, Dr.
id Mr. and Mrs. Gran-

Entrees To B e S u b m i t t e d Before April 15
Prizes valued at $350 are being
offered by the Allied Arts of Winter Park this year to poets, writers, artists, and musicians in
Florida in connection with the annual contest conducted by the Society, Mrs. Rose Mills Powers, Allied Arts Secretary, has announced.
With one exception, all of this
year's competitions are open only
to amateurs and residents in Florida. The exception is the Allied
Arts Prze of $50 offered for the
poem voted best from all contribute<l verse at the Poetry Society
meetings during the year. This
contest is open to poets anywhere.
The Ponce de Leon Prizes of $60
and $40 are offered by the Poetry
Society for the best poem submitted by a resident of Florida. In
•onnection with the awards of the
Poetry Society prizes, it is announced, all high school contestants
for the Ponce de Leon prizes have
tieen invited to be guests of RolHns College for luncheon on Saturday, April 24, and to attenti the
meeting of the Poetry Society of
Florida that afternoon to hear the
poems read and to witness the
awards of prizes. The English
teachers of the competitors are also
invited.
Two Quill Driver prizes of $35
and $15 are being offered for the
best short stories submitted anonymously by amateurs in Florida.
Five Arts prizes to the value of
$50 are being offered for painting,
sci\lpture and other forms of creative art submitted by amateurs of
Orange County. An exhibition of
the work submitted in this competition will be on display Friday and
Saturday, April 23 and 24, in the
Rollins Art Studios.
A prize «f $50 is being offered
for creative compositions in music,
contestants being limited to Florida musicians.

DORMITORIES
DEDICATED ON
FE6R0ARY 20
IS

INVITED

Ten New Buildings Added To
Campus Since 1930

The five new dormitories built
at RolUns College this year as the
result of a loan from WPA funds
will be dedicated on Saturday, February 20, as a part of the 52nd anniversary of the founding of Rollins College, it is announced.
This Founders' Week feature
will take place at 11 a. m. with a
program of exercises in the Annie Russell Theatre. The dedicatory address will be delivered by
Elon H. Hooker, civil engineer
Denney Speaks On The Mod- Dr.
of New York City, and a -distant
ern College
cousin of Dr. Edward P. Hooker,
the first president of Rollins ColROLLINS CHOIR S I N G S lege.
The public is invited to attend
Last Sunday afternoon, February the dedicatory exercises and to inI4th, the unique service of Knowles spect the dormitories during a part
Memorial Chapel was reproduced of the day.
at the Royal Poinciana Community
The third new residences for
Chapel, in Palm Beach. The 'ser- men are named in honor of three
vice was given in remembrance of of the founders of Rollins'College
Dr. Georgre Morgan Ward, three 52 years ago. Hooker Hall is
times president of Rollins College named for Dr. Hooker, the first
and former minister of the Royal pastor of the Winter Park Congi-egational Church, and the first
Poinciana Chapel.
president of the new college; LyThe chapel choir of sixty mem- man Hall is named for Frederick
bers, sang "Glory, Praise and W. Lyman, first president of the
Power", from the Mozart Litany Corporation and a charter trustee;
In B Flat. Our choir, in the opin- Gale Hall is named for Dr. Sulliion of competent critics, is becom- van F. Gale, a charter trustee, and
ing one of the ranking organiza- first superintendent of the Contions of its type under the leader- gi-egational Missions in Florida.
Cross Hall and Fox Hall, the
ship of Christopher Honaas.
A very appropriate sermon en- two new dormitories for women,
titled "The Spiritual Mission of are named, respectively, for Lucy
the Modern College" was delivered I A. Cross, who has often been called
by Mr. William H. Denney. The the "Mother of Rollins", and Miss
invocation was read by Alan Taul- Caroline A. Fox, the most recent
bee. the litany was-lead by Nan large benefactor of the College.
Although all five of the new
Poeller and the lessons read by
buildings have been occupied since
Georj^e Fuller and Grace Terry.
The achievement taking place on the opening of the current college
year, their official dedication has
our campus in approaching a solubeen deferred in order to make the
tion to the universal college chapel
event an appropriate feature of
problem is drawing much attention.
*^his year's celebration of Founders'
At the Sunday afternoon service Week.
the great values of our chapel proThe new residences constitute
gram was realized by a very large
and appreciative congregation. It five additional units in the archiis interesting to know that many tectural plan adopted by the trusAmerican colleges and churches tees for the building of the "New
Rollins". They accommodate 110
are reproducing the essential feastudents who were formerly housed
tures of the Knowles Memorial
in buildings leased off the campus.
Chapel Service of Rollins, believThey harmonize architecturally
ng it to be not only beautiful and with other new buildings which
vital, but a valuable advance in have been erected during the past
the. expression of divine worship seven years under the administrafor the student.
tion of President Hamilton Holt.
Following the afternoon service
Each of^ the new residences has
the Rollins group, numbering over been built as a complete home for
seventy in all, enjoyed a dinner at a relatively small group of stuthe George Washington Hotel. At dents. All of the five residences
7:30 the choir, under Mr. Honaas' built this year, as well as Rollins
direction, assembled to broadcast Hall for Men, and Mayflower and
a half-hour of choral music from Pugsley Halls for Women, have
the Palm Beach band-shell, over- been assigned to fraternities and
looking Lake Worth.
/
sororities which occupied collegeleased homes off campus in former
years.
Since 1930, ten new buildings
have been added to the Rollins
plant.
These include Knowles
•ssayist, and authority on Ameri- Memorial Chapel, the 'Annie Rusan literature, and Ray Stannard sell Theatre, and eight dormitories
Baker, "David Grayson", author all conforming to' the Spanishof "Adventures in Contentment", Mediterranean style of architec"Adventures in Friendship", etc., ture.

Reporter Reviews Past Ten Issues
Of RoUins *'Animated Magazine'
By PERRY OLDHAM
The past ten issues of the Rolins "Animated Magazine" pre;ent an imposing roster of names.
Headline people from many realms
of American life have helped, on have appeared on the magazine's
culminating day of the Rollins
table of contents.
season, to make Winter Park the
Stephen S. Wise and S. Parks
center of ideas and of culture which
Cadman, prominent figures in the
has become.
religious world, have appeared.
The sphere of statesmanship
Other notables who have spoken
and politics has been presented by
Cordell Hull, United States Secre- under the "editorship" of Dr. Hamtai-y of State; Andre L. De Labou- ilton Holt, are Walter Pritchard
laye, Fi-ench ambassador to the Eaton, director of the Yale School
_nited States; Frank L. Polk, asof Drama; Mary E. W^ooUey, of
sistant Secretary of State; and
Daniel C. Roper, United States Mount Holyoke College; Roger
Babson, statistician and founder of
Secretary of the Interior.
Henry Goddard Leach, editor of the Babson Institute; H. V. KalForum, and .-Mbert Shaw, editor teenborn, dean of radio commentaThe Review of Reviews, have
tors; Thomas J. Watson, President
represented the publishing and ediof the International Business Matorial world.
The predominating number of chines Corporation; William Lyon
.\nimated Magazine contributors Phelps, author and critic; and Dan
have been writers: novelists, poets, Beard, founder of the Boy Scout
essayists, and short story writers.
movement.
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, critic.

"What Is Art" To Be
Subject Of Lecture
Given By Dr. Opdyke
The Rollins Art Department announces that Dr. George H. Opdyke, of West Hartford, Connecti
cut, will speak on "What is Art?"
at the Art Seminar on Thursdav
February 18, at 10:45 A. M. The
meeting is open to the public upon
the payment of a small fee at the
door.
On Friday, February 19, at
10:45, Eh-. Opdyke is to speak to
several art classes together on
"P^terns in Pictures", illustrating h^s lecture with slides.
Dr. Opdyke is making a tour of
the colleges of the south, speaking under the auspices of the
American Institute of Architects

Animated Magazine
Editor

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER 18

ANNUAL FOUNDERS'
WEEK PROGRAM FOR
1937 OPENS TODAY
Sandspur Luncheon To
Be Held Friday Noon
Ail members of the Sandspur
staff, including reporters and
assistants, are invited to the
Sandspur luncheon on Friday,
February 19, at 1 P. M. in the
Monkey Wing of Beanery.

Program Is To Pay Tribute
To Pioneer Founders Of
Rollins College
HOLT WILL BE EDITOR
Highlights Of Program Will
:
Be On February 20-22

Today, the Annual Founders'
Week Program for 1937 officially
opened. This program is in order
to pay tribute to the pioneer
founders of the first institution of
higher learning in Florida. However, the highlights of the program will be centered on the activities which are planned for Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, February 20, 21 and 22.
The Founders* Week committee
consists of Dean Winslow S. Anderson, chairman; Mr. Donald S.
Allen, Dr. Erwin T. Brown, Mr.
Irving Bacheller Promotes Ralph S. Clark, Dr. Edwin R. GroI Program For High School ver, Professor A. J. Hanna, President Hamilton Holt, Professor E.
Writer Of Letter Disgraced;
Students
F. Weinberg, and Miss Lida Woods.
By Display
{
The following is a brief resume
TWO GOLD A W A R D S of the events planned. As the
VERY POOR JOB DONE
final arrangements are not as ^et
Is Highlight of Founders' completed, the program below
February 9, 1937.
Week
must be taken as tentative.
Editor, The Sandspur
At 5 P. M. on Wednesday, the
Winter Park, Florida
One of the first events of Found- 17th, Organ Vespers will be held
Dear Sir:
ers' Week will be the Irving Bach- in the Knowles Memoriab Chapel,
I was shocked, chagrined and hu- eller Florida History Prize Con- with Joseph Rogan, organist and
miliated beyond words last Monday test under the auspices of Rollins choir director of All Saints Epismorning when I saw what had ZoWege, to be held at'"Gate o' the copal Church at Atlanta. A closed
been strung up on our new flag Isles"—Mr. Irving Bacheller's Win- meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa
pole. It was a disgrace that Rol- ter Park estate—at four o'clock fraternity is called for 8:15 P. M.
lins will be long in living down. I on the afternoon of February 19. Wednesday evening in the Speech
am thoroughly ashamed of my conThe purpose of this contest is Studio. All members of the Key
nection with a student body which
to stimulate greater interest among Society and of the Phi Society are
includes members who would comjuniors and seniors of Florida High invited. Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee is
mit such an insulting outrage.
Schools in the study of Florida speaker.
It has been nearly thirty years history, and for this purpose RolThe program for Thursday, Febsince Rollins last suffered an lins conducts an annual essay con- ruary 18, begins with the Art
escapade of this nature. Back iij test.
Seminar at 10:45, held at the Art
1907,
or thereabouts, on a bright
In 1920, Irving Bacheller, the Studio, with Mr. Hugh McKean in
Sunday morning, the students on renovraed author, established this charge. There is no admission
their way to (compulsory) Chapel contest. He awards two gold med- charged to students of the college,
beheld their flag pole festooned als as prizes for the essays. The although to outsiders there is a fee
from base to tip with maidens' title of these essays must be upon of 60c. Mr. John Martin will predainty underthings. The Dean of the subject: "Historic Sandmarks sent a lecture on "Anglo-American
Women wept publicly for shame; In My County", and limited in Relations" at H o'clock at the
the Chapel service that morning length to eight hundred words.
Winter Park High School Auditoconsisted of a stern, if impromptu,
Out of approximately thirty-five rium. At 8:15 P. M. the Rollins
sermon by the president of the
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
submitted
essays,
the
six
best
will
college, and a fruitless faculty investigation followed. The admin- be delivered from memory by the
respective
authors
at
the
Bacheller
istration stewed, the Y. W. C. A.
twittered, the campus smirked, all estate on Friday afternoon. The
Winter Park buzzed and giggled six chosen are: "Fort Clinch" by
Robert 0. de Vette of Fernandina;
for two weeks afterwards.
"Founding of Fort Lauderdale" by
Last Monday, two students again [ Francis Linfors of Fort Lauderoutraged the campus in the same dale; "Braden Castle" by Thelma
manner, and I repeat that I am Gray of Brodenton; "Prelow Plan- Is Pastor of Christ Church Of
New York City
ashamed—ashamed that in thirty tation" by John Pihuls of Daytona
years of development in an era Beach; "Lennenville Avenue" by
of ever .increasing freedom of Helen Chapman of Sanford; and D I R E C T O R OF UNION
thoughts and expression, Rollins "Fort Brook" by Margaret Hope
The sermon at the Morning
has not been able to develop a Borchardt of Tampa.
Meditation next Sunday, February
more visionary, more pioneering
Joshua Coffin Chase, President 21, will be delivered by the Rev.
and more virile spirit in its students. of the Florida Historical Society,
Ralf W. Sockman, D.D., pastor of
A prank that was jolly good fun is the honorary chairman of the
the Christ Methodist Episcopal
back in the days when bra's and contest committee, and Professor
Church of New York.
panties were really unmentionables A. J. Hanna is the chairman.
Dr. Sockman, a man of broad
was a complete dud in this day Among the local people on the coneducation and wide experience, re- '
and age—the more so because the test committee are: Mrs. Rose Mills
ceived his A.B. degree from Ohio
pranksters were so stingy. The Powers, author of the Rollins'
Wesleyan. From there he went to
students who, thirty years ago, "Alma Mater"; Professor Rhea M.
Columbia, where he obtained his
paved the way to our present Smith, and W. F. Yust of the RolM.A. and Ph. D.
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
lins Librafy.
Since 1917, Dr. Sockman has
been at the well known Christ
Church and during his great career as pastor there, he has received many honorary degrees.
His D.D. degree was conferred
upon him in 1923 by Ohio WesBy PATRICIA GUPPY
he at once gives the impression of leyan.
Thornton Wilder, noted author, being what is sometimes said to be
Dr. Sockman is at present on the
presented in the Annie Russell Se- rare in the litarary world of today board of directors of Union Theories last Firday, held a crowded —a scholar.
logical Seminary, where he receivhouse spellbound while for an hour
Speaking entirely without notes, ed his early theological training.
and a half he enlarged upon his Mr. AVilder gave a, lecture finished The author of many widely read
chosen theme—The Relationship and well-rounded enough to form, books on theology, his sermon this
Between Literature and Life. The without change, a written essay— Sunday will undoubtedly be of utwriter of "The Bridge of San Luis the result, no doubt, of long prac- most value to all the college
Hey", "The Woman of Andros", tice in clarifying facts for stu- group.
and "Heaven's My Destination" dents, combined with the writer's
"ulfilled his reputation as a bril- gift for satisfying composition.
liant lecturer. Mr. Wilder has all Many of his almost epigrammatic
he characteristics which make the definitions deserve memorization,
oresence of a good actor (and also whether they refresh familiar ideas
>f a good speaker) interesting—a or present some new thought more
'ine vocal range of tone and ex- exclusively "Wilder".
The Virginia Circle, organized
pression, easy and expressive gesby Miss Virginia Robie, of Rollins
Thornton Wilder's audience was College, celebrated its sixth birthures, great vitality cf presentaindeed
fortunate
to
be
able
to
have
tion, and avoidance of standing
day with a Valentine luncheon at
monotonously in one place. His human contact with the mental the Whistling Kettle on Tu-'pfl^v,
audience can easily understand his brilliance , of this • exceptionally February 9. Opal Peters, present
gifted
man,
one
of
the
outstanding
success as a teacher—his own »noccupant of the Virginia Room.in
ense interest in the subject he is figures of our generation. As al Pugsley Hall, was the guest of
discussing, together with his real ways, it is interesting to compare 'lonor. Others present were: Virthe
personality
of
the
man
himself
desire to share that interest with
ginia Stone (Mrs. Wendel C.
that
revealed
partially Stone), Virginia Biddle, Virginia
others, cannot fail to compel the with
attention and fascinate the imagi- 'hrough the medium of his books. Campbell, Virginia Dunn. Virginia
Mr. Wilder in real life seems more Nelson, Virginia Quantrell, Virnaion of his hearers.
Thornton Wilder is also justly like the creator of the essentially ginia Richardson Smith, and Miss
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)
Robie.
noted as an authority on literature;

E M CONTEST
L BE HELD
FEBRUARYIS

SERMON G I N BY
RALF W J C i A N

Student Reviews Lecture Given by
Thornton Wilder, Famous Author

Valentine Luncheon
Celebrates Birthday
. Of Virginia Circle

THE

TWO

By FRED LIBERMAN
calls for the appointment of si>.
new justices to the Supreme Court
of the United States.
Gradually, oposition to this plan
has increased in Congress and ir
the state legislatures.
Public
opinion is divided, while newspapers debate daily the pros and
cons of the proposal.
But the President smiles, defying all opposition and goes ahead
with his plan. He bans suggestion
of compromise and believes thc
bill will pass just as it now stands;
he is recruiting his backers mainly from the labor and farm forcee
of the nation.

While insurgents bombed the
main road from Madrid to Valencia and fired upon the town of
Alcala,
government
t r oops
strengthened their hold on the
capital, Madrid, by recapturing the
"West Park area.
In France, the paper which is
Premier Blum's journalistic organ,
Le Populaire, warned Italy and
Germany that because of their
failure to prevent the embarking
of volunteers for Spanish shores,
France might be forced "to review
its decision and resume liberty of
action with regard to Spain."
It seems a crime of civilization
that one of the oldest and most
colorful of European cultures is
being slowly destroyed by the ravages of war. But the chieftains of
Europe have no regard for the
Spanish heritage.
Spain, once the land of romance
and the home of such eminent men
as Cervantes, Lope de Vega and
Ruiz de Alarcon is a ruined and
devastated nation, a pawn in the
hands of unscrupulous European
dictators, a country which cannot
be independent of outside interference any longer, no matter who
wins the war.
The paramount issue of national
interest this month has been President Roosevelt's proposal which

comment, than any political movement since the appearance and invalidation of the N.R.A. Dozens
of compromises to the plan have
been offered in order to avoid any
sort of a crisis.
Meanwhile, the body about which
all the debate centers, the Supreme
Court, says nothing and goes on
with its business. It is now hearing arguments on the constitutionality of two major New Deal
policies dealing with machinery for
collective bargaining, the National
Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act; the decisions in
these cases may have a profound
effect on the whole situation.
Finis
Last Thursday the General
Motors strike came to an end,
after the company's plants had
been either tied up or closed up
all over the country by John Lewis' C. I. O. with the aid the United
Automobile Workers of America.
It took eight days of meditation
before the workers and the corporation aereed on terms. The factions received little help from
either "Washington or Michigan's
Governor Murphy.
The terms called for the ending of the strike and the evacuation of all plants occupied by the
sit-down strikers. The union leaders agreed to refrain from calling
strikes or interfering with production pending negotiations, to refrain from recruiting on company
property and from intimidation or
coercion of company employees in
order to gain members.

New "Rollins College"
Stationery
50 sheets - 50 envelopes - 65c

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

Welcome Alumni and Animated
Magazine Subscribers

The breezy love-making of
Gladys Swarthout and Fred
MacMurray, spiced with Jack
Oakie fun and the gorgeous
Veloz and Yolanda dancing,
all whirled to the rhythm of
four ]

Student Reviews Lecture Given by
Thornton Wilder, Famous Author
/ Continued from page 1, col.

(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
Student Players present a Dramatic Production, "The Bishop
Misbehaves", at the Annie Russell
Theatre.
The annual Sandspur luncheon
will be held in the "Monkey Wing"
of the College Commons on Fri('.ay, February 19th, at 1 P. M. At
4 P M., on Friday afternoon, the
17th Anniversary Program of the
living Bacheller Essay Contest on
Florida History will be held at Mr.
Bacheller's estate, Gate o' the
Isles. The second performance of
"The Bishop Misbehaves" will be
at 8:15 P. M., Friday.

'luman and familiar, occasionally
tumorous "Heaven's My Destination", than that of the more mystical, almost allegorical "Bridge of
San Luis Rey"; a striking example
if the many aspects of any human
personality.
If there is any criticism of Mr.
Wilder's lecture, it is one which
may seem a trifle over-nice: That
its subject-matter appears to separate "literature" and "life" into, two
eparate entities, whereas tho first
is surely a part of the second. This
may have been implied by his lecture as a whole, but in no detail
was it brought out quite clearly
enough.

Registration of Returning Alumwill take place in the Alumni
h ni
Office in Pinehurst Hall at 9

I
Atvt*/a?/e K,J?AivuNQC

Second Production
By Students Given
Thursday, Friday
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

o'clock Saturday morning. At 11
o'clock the dedication of the new
dormitories will take place. The
39th annual luncheon of the Rollins
College Alumni Association will be
held in the College Commons at
1 P. M. The Alumni Memorial
Vespers will be held in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel at 4
o'clock Saturday afternoon. The
Greek Letter Dance, to which are
invited all students, faculty and
alumni, wiil begin at 9 P, M. at
Dubsdread Country Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Weller, played by
Bonar Collinson and Marcelle Hammond. Collinson has appeared in
several previous plays, notably
"Miss Lulu Bett" and "Mr. Pim
Passes By". Marcelle Hammond
Dr. Ralf W. Sockman, pastor
gives her initial performance with of Christ Church in New York
the Rollins Student Players in this City, will preach the sermon at the
play.
Founders' Week Morning Medita"Red", the bartender, swaggers tion on Sunday. This service -will
be
held in the Knowles Memorial
through the play in the person of
Davitt Felder, who gave such a Chapel. At 11 o'clock, services will
fine characterization of the Player be held in the other Winter Park
King in "Hamlet" two years ago. churches. The tenth volume of the
Other characters in "The Bishop Rollins Animated Magazine will be
Misbehaves" are Mr. Brooke, the "published" out-of-doors on Sunbishop's secretary, portrayed by day afternoon. With President
Walter Royall; Collins, the Waller's Hamilton Holt as Editor, and Mr.
chauffeur, taken by Alfred Mc- Edwin Osgood Grover, Professor
Ci'eary, and "Frenchy", an accom- of Books, as Publisher, the Magaplice in the robbery, played by Wil- zine offers this year, among other
notables, Barclay Acheson, execuliam Crawford.
tive secretary of the Near East
The two settings for "The Bishop Foundation and associate editor of
Misbehaves", an English pub, and the Reader's Digest; Robert P.
a hall in the bishop's palace, were Tristram Coffin, professor of Engdesigned by the director, Donald lish at Bowdoin College, and PulitS- Allen. These were constructed zer Prize author; Theda Kenyon,
and painted by the class in Stage- poet, of New York City; Nina
craft, under Mr. Allen's supervi- Wilcox Putnam, the author; and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, author
of "South Moon Under".
Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Da,vis Office Supply

Student Horrified
By Campus Pranks
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
freedom by ridiculing the false
modesty of their time, made their
flag of defiance of a full dozen
garments.
With this freedom now ours, it
is deplorable that A. R. and T. C.
should not have found a more adult
method of relieving their exhibitionist complexes and spared our
somewhat sophisticated campus the
ignomy of such a weak-spirited,
unnecessary and childish display.
Sincerely,
LEW WALLACE.

Monday, February 22, with the
Academic Procession forming in
front of Carnegie Hall at 9:30.
Among other speakers expected to
participate will be Dr. Thomas J.
Watson, president of the International Business Machines Corp.,
and chairman of the American
Section of the International Chamber of Commerce; Lord David Davies, eminent British industrialist
and world peace advocate; and Dr.
F. H. Fentener Van Vlissingen, of
Holland, president of the International Chamber of Commerce. From
4 to 6 Monday aftei'noon there will
be the reception by the Rollins
Mothers Club honoring the parents
Founders' Day will be observed
of Rollins students.
with a Convocation in Knowles
On Tuesday morning, February
Memorial Chapel at 10 A. M.,
23, at 10:45 o'clock the History
and Appreciation of Music Seminar will be held in the Ann;e RusNew Books & Old
sell Theatre. Mrs. Antonio Lamb
will speak on "The Spanish Picaresques Novel" at the Woman's
I Club. At 8:15.n Tuesday evening,
, celebrated expo354 E. Park, Phillips BMir.
oe-woman dram*?

The
Sandspur Bookshop

LUCY LITTLE'S FLOWER SHOP
Don't forget corsages for the Greek Letter Dance
Phone 35
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FOUNDERS'WEEK
PROGRAM STARTS

To Speak Sunday
Comments On The Week^s News

Spanish Tragedy
The tide of the war in Spain
changed again this week. The
rebels, reinforced by countless Germans and Italians, captured Andalusia's "queen city", Malaga,
while the loyalists fought desperately to hold Madrid.
Malaga Is now a vast ruin. It
has been burned and bombed from
the air, and those buildings unharmed by either fire or explosions have been sacked. The famous cathedral of this city no
longer possesses any of its former
grandeur, the very core of Andalusian life has been irreparably

ROLLINS

Office Equipment
Business Stationery
Loose Leaf
Shaeffer and Eversharp
pens
Artist Materials
Typewriters
Philatelic Supplies
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FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

_ —

Thames'

is our business

Literature was then discussed
under the headings of Poetry, the
Drama, and the Novel. Mr. Wilder's appreciation of poetry is
great—almost remarkably so for a
prose writer. He describes it as
springing fVom moments of inspiration and outlasting nations,
and gave its definition by Gertrude
Stein (for whose ideas Mr. Wilder
seems to have great admiration)
as, "the adoration of the noun".
He explained Miss Stein's theory
of the necessity of renewing freshness to words which had that freshness when Homer and Chaucer
used them, but which have it no
longer, in their usual form.
A poet, the lecturer continued,
must have a sense of the emotions
of all humanity. It is the lot of
poets to be disregarded and their
lives wrecked by their own unthinking generation, however. In
conclusion, he pointed out that
poetry was not merely a more ornate way of saying something
which could be better said in prose;

With regard to the novel, the
author is given extraordinary privileges—personality and destiny
omniscience. He creates a world of
his own, consisting of selections of
reality from the real world; and if
he is a great writer, he restores to
us, by the events of his world, more
truth than the ordinary person can
see in the confusion of ordinary
life.
As a last aspect of the relationship between literature and life,
the well-known author advised
reading any good book straight
through, without interruption, to
gain its full flavor.
In conclusion, he speculated upon
the possibility of a future golden
age of great literature for America, using a poem of Edwin Arlington Robinson as an illustration, for,
Mr. Wilder ended, "to hope is one
of the exercises of patriotism."
Freshmen at the University of
Michigan have been granted the
permission to live in fraternity
houses during the second semester.

NOW IS THE TIME
to buy your Lucy Davis bags
. . . for the Woman's Exchange
(cor. Lincoln and E. I*ark-avs.)
in Winter Park is selling them
for about half their original cost
this week. People are actually
buving them for next year'.s
gifts!
Orders are taken here for rustic lawn furniture and for Indian River fruits and citru.s
swoet.s. Something new in confections are fruit gum drop bars
. . . do try them.

COLLEGIANS
Use Our Cash and Carry Station
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park
Phone 418

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners

—y

MARKETESSEN
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

39 East Pine St.
Orlando

Fitting Shoes

Mr. Wilder first emphasized the
point which he has been teaching
for years—that all people connected with literature had ordinary
daily lives like their readers—both
authors and their characters. Tho
question then was raised, "What is
the difference between life in literature and real life?" Life in
litrature consists of selected aspects of actual existence; a literary work is therefore not "untrue
to life" because of this, but is
rather a "condensation of life", designed to illustrate one of the
fundamental principles behind it.

some things can only be expressed
in poetry.
On the subject of drama, the
written play was compared to an
architect's blue-print on the plan
of which the finishe<l performance
is built. Unfortunately, the play
is not always interpreted as tho
plajnvright intended it to be; but
the writers of drama are repaid
by the vital "present tense" of the
theatre, by the pure action without
editorial comment, and by the
forceful liveness given by the presence of i-eal human beings (the
actorsl.

GROVER MORGAN
Complete line of Hamilton and Elgin bracelet and
strap watches
Seth Thomas Clocks
WE BUY OLD GOLD
COLONIAL STORE—PHONE 402

To the Students and everyone:
SERVICE IS BETTER!
February 17, 1937

Baggett's Standard Station
Corner E. Park & Fairbanks Ave.

— STARTING SATURDAY —

BABYGRAND

All you have to do is
place the old carcass in a
comfortable shoe seat, relax (take a nap if you wish)
and we'll do the rest.
Just inkle faintly (we'll
hear it) what you want—
sport shoe, dress shoe,
white buck, wing tip, plain
tip, crepe sole, golf shoe,
two-tone, or just a tennis
shoe, and in a twinkling
it'll be on your foot.
When you awaken it will
be a pleasure to relieve you
of five dollars more or less,
and the ordeal is over.
Simple as that. Come in,
we'll show you.

R,C. BAKER, INC

ELECTRICAL

Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:
More about Beauty, from Miss Helsley, special cosmetician direct from the Helena Rubinstein Salon
in New York, who will be at DICKSON-IVES Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Miss Helsley has loads
and loads of new beauty secrets and will impart them
to each one who consults her.

SERVICE AND SUPPLIES
Reliable Electrical Contractors
Fully equipped to install any electrical
needs for the modern home. We will
Gladly consult with you regarding your
needs for wiring, lighting, new fixtures,
etc.
LEONARD REFRIGERATORS

Bennett Electric Shop

And ! here's lots to know about beauty in hosiery
. . . hosiery that's not only serviceable, but that flatters the contours of the leg with sheer graceful lines
of beauty. Miss Bunker, Hosiery stylist and special
representative of the Holeproof Hosiery Company,
will be at DICKSON-IVES Friday and Saturday to
assist you on problems, of wear, fit, and correct style.
Don't miss your opportunities. This is one given
to you by the old sleuth.
A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER
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Canadian-American A ffairs
Covered in Martin Lecture
By JANE WTLLARD
A conference on Canadian-American affairs was called in June,
1935, at St. Lawrence University. It was arranged by the Carnegie
Peace Foundation and attended by government officials, professors,
editors, historians and leading men from both countries. Relations
between Canada and the U. S. are more actively friendly than evei
before due to the growth of Canada into full statue of nationhood
She has been reaching for greater national independence from Great
. Britain as well as freedom from the menace of annexation to the U,
Now her complete independence is assured.
Pi-ofessor Martin outlined the
three steps to be considered in of the P. S. made for the first time
Canada's development:
an official visit to the Governor
1. Gradual winning of indepen- General in Quebec welcoming Candence from London.
ada as an equal into the family of
2. Influences of closer union nations. Strong factors which have
with the U. S.
been steadily increasing are drawCanada began as a colony of ing Canada and the XJ. S. togethGreat Britain. When the 13 colo- er. We have a common language
nies won thoir independence by the and literature, conferences between
revolution the loyalists streamed our churches, labor unions and pronorth into Canada, thereby setting fessions are held. We are of the
a tone which has persisted to a same blood, traditions and laws.
certain extent today; therefore a However our cultural influences
distrust and apprehension handed are dreaded by many Canadians
down through inheritance still is such as our magazines, and movies,
felt in some circles today. Great the latest fear is in regard to the
Britain, profiting by her experi- radio lest the Canadian system
ence with America has slowly given prove impractical and the AmeriCanada more and more self gov- can system monopolize the air.
ernment. In 1857 she received her Their government has subsidized
charter, England realizing that the radio system and adopted the
self-rule might be an alternative English method of paying for
to annexation by the U. S.
broadcasts by licensing rather than
Canada's loyalty was never test- advertising. Theirs is an appreed till tho World War. She un- hension less Canada become Amerihesitatingly shed her blood for the canized.
Empire. England then realized
Economically the interests of the
that Canada must be treated as a two countries are involved. Each
full-grown power, the League of owns over a thousand miles of
Nations accepted her as such. It railways in the other country,
was the first time nations of the
idustry invested four
world acknowledged the separate
dollars in Canada. This is
dominion of Canada. Since then three times as much as private inher sovereignty has been increas- vestors have put in foreign couning. In 11*27 she exchanged min- tries. The expenditure of tourists
isters with the U. S., negotiating 3 double the amount Americans
treaties independent of the British pend in other lands. Four and a
Ambassador. Her rights and sov- half million tourist cars annually
eignty as a great power has been go over the border. This economic
recognized by the U. S.
union led to the proposal of a canal
A few months ago the President 1,200 miles long from Duluth to
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To Speak Sunday
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To Speak Sunday
Convocation Notice
Seniors and Upper Division
•^tudent.si must secure their
go« ns Thursday or Friday at
the Admissions Office. These
students will march, but Lower
Division students will not march.
Lower Division students and
parents must have a ticket for
admission. All tickets for students must be secured by Friday. Parents wishing tickets
must leave their names at the
Dean's office before Friday

WC^ DAVfES
Montreal. Although the bill was
never ratified the spirit of fairness
and cooperation shown by the U.
S. succeeded in convincing Canada
of our good will.
Tariff relations between Canada
and the U. S. have not always
been friendly although today Canada is our best customer. This is
largely due to the fact that Mr.
Hull has brought about more
friendly trade relations and reductions of the tariff on both sides.
This was accomplished in spite of
the fact that Canada a year before
had made an agreement with England discriminating against the U.
This new trade pact with the
U. S. has won from the two greatest world powers recognition of
Canada's final independent nationhood.
The Canadian constitution is very
different from ours and much more
liberal. It is embodied in the
British North American Act. It
designates how the governor shall
be appointed, it distributes the
power between the central government and the provinces. The contitutionality of an act can be
questioned on one point only, "Does

it, if a dominion act, encroach upon
the jurisdiction of the provinces,
, if a provincial act, on the jurisdiction of the central government?" The constitution may be
changed in a day. The people
through their representatives
supreme. In the U. S. the courts
limit legislature; in Canada legi;
lature limits the courts.
It has been said that in th
League of Nations Canada has acted just as the U. S. would have
done had it been a member. The
effect of the distance of Europe
IS had the same effect on their
inds as on the American people.
Canada will not go to war except
by the decision of its own duly
constituted houses. Canada has
never joined the Pan-American
League because it has felt that it
was a device for consolidating the
American hegemony of the U. S.
on this continent. This attitude
will probably be modified. They
remind us that the Monroe Doctrine at first was effective because
of the British navy. We remind
them that Canada is now safe because of the American navy. "We
are, in all except the accident of
political allegiance, one people. . . .
Our aims are the same, justice to
all under the law, good-will to all
men, peace and righteousness. . . .
We will work out our destinies side
by side, an example, we hope, and
a blessing to humanity."

Barbara Stanwyck says:
"Luckies make a hit with
my throat"
"When talking pictures arrived, my
stage experience on Broadway
gave
me my chance on the screen. Taking
care of my throat became serious
business with me, so I changed to
Luckies—a light smoke. Of course I
smoke other cigarettes now a n d then
but sooner or later I come back Ui
Luckies. They make a hit with my
throat and also with my taste."

Lives Given of Speakers
for Animated Magazine

By ALFRED McCREARY
Each year the famed Animated Magazine brings to Rollins people
of renown in many of, the fields of controversy. This year, guests
Juring Pounders' Week will have the pleasure of hearing the following people "contribute" to the Animated Magazine, of which, Hamilton Holt is editor and Mr. Edwin Osgood Grover is publisher:
Barclay Acheson was born in
j Vcrden, Manitoba, Canada. Receiv- Through". She is a frequent con[ ed his A.B. degree and later his tributor to the magazines and is
I LL.D. degree from Macalester Col- the author of the newspaper syni lege. Studied at the San Fran- dicate series, "I and George". Her
lo'sco and McCormick Theological home is in Palm Beach, Florida,
I Seminary. Received his D.D. de- and Hollywood, California.
I '^ee from Dubuque University in Marjorie Kinan Rawlings is the
I 1928.. Became associate general author of the best-seller "South
I -ccretary and field director of the Moon Under". Her most recent
j Xew Era Movement of the Pres- novel is "Golden Apples". She is
byterian Church, November, 1918. liging in Hawthorne, Florida.
Later had charge of the field orDr. Thomas J. Watson was born
ganization of the China Famine in Campbell, New York, PresiFund. From 1921-29, was associate dent and director of the Internageneral secretary of the Near East tional Business Machines Corp.,
Relief, and from 1932 has been a New York, since 1914; director of
trustee of the Near East Relief. the Federal Reserve Bank of New
Since 1930 has been executive sec- York; chairman of the American
retary of the Near East Founda- Section of the International Chamtion. Mr. Acheson is a member of ber of Commerce; trustee of Cothe board of directors of the Com- lumbia University, and Lafayette
munity Chest Workers of America College at Easton, Pa. Dr. WatReverend Mr. Denney and is associate editor of Reader's son's
home is in Short Hills, New
Led The Invocation
Digest.
Jersey, and New York City.
Theda Kenyon was born in BrookJohn Palmer Gavit, editor and
lyn, New York. Graduated from
was born in Albany, New
SPOKE ON L I N C O L N the Packer Collegiate Institute in writer,
York, was educated in Albany pubBrooklyn. She contributed short lic schools and high schools, with
The sermon in Knowles Memo- stories, novelettes, criticisms and special studies at Hartford and
rial Chapel on Sunday. February verse, to magazines in the United Chicago Theological Seminaries.
14th, was given by Dean Charles States and England. Her poem With the Associated Press as AlAtwood Campbell. It was entitled "The Ship Model", won the poet bany correspondent. With the New
laureate contest, of the Junior York Evening Post as WashingThe Greatness oi Lincoln.
League of America in 1925. Since ton correspondent, managing ediWe have heard many peo 1930, Miss Kenyon has been an tor and finally as vice-president
pie speak of Lincoln, but never in instructor in poetry appreciation and director. Mr. Gavit has travsuch keen appreciation, such at Hunter College. She is the eled abroad extensively since 1923.
straight-forward simDlicity, and author of "Jeanne", 1928, "Witches He has been associate editor of
with such warmth of heart as did Still Live", 1929, "Certain Ladies", The Survey since 1927. Mr. Gavit
Miss Kenyon is living in is the author of the "Reporter's
Dean Campbell. He spoke of Lin- 1931.
Manual", 1903; "Americans by
coln the man, rather than Lincoln Brooklyn.
Nina Wilcox Putnam was bom Choice", 1922; "College", 1924;
the leader, the emancipator, or the
president. No more greater tribute in New Haven, Conn., was educat- "Opium", 1927. Mr. Gavit's home
:ould be pai(' than the one conveyed ed at home by governess, and has is in Rensselaerville, New York.
Jessie Rittenhouse was bom in
by the short quotation at the close written and published stories and
verse since the age of eleven. She Mt. Morris, New York, was gradof the sermon:
s a member of the Authors' League uated from Genesee Wesleyan
Blend of mirth and sadness, smiles of America and the Poetry Society
Seminary, Lima, New York. Lecand tears;
of America. She is the author of turer on modern poetry in the exQuaint knight-errant of the pio- a great many books, among which tension courses of Columbia U.,
are: "The Impossible Boy", "When she was with the New York Times
Homely hero, born of star and sod; the Highbrow Joined the Outfit",
Review of Books and The Book.
Peasant-prince, a masterpiece of "West Broadway", "The Bear Who
She is the editor of The Bird LovGod.
Went
to
War",
"Laughing er's Anthology (with Clinton Scollard, her husband); she is the
author of "The Young American
iHING - POLISHING - GREA
Poets", a volume of criticism;
"The Lifted Cup" (verse); "The
TIRES
Secret Bird" (verse), and "My
House of Life", her autobiography.
Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave,
Her home is in Winter Park.
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Newcomers Shell Station

For a smart
varied wardrobe
look for this
label. . .

When

CONGRATULATIONS
are in order
send them via

Postal Telegraph
Socially correct and always appropriate

RKO RADIO PICTURES' STAR
NOW APPEARING IN
•THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS"

Ln independent survey was made recendy
among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Stanwyck verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
"It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

•

Births

•
•
•
•

Birthdays
Weddings
Graduations
Appointments
and
Promotions

•

three of the new
PALM BEACH
Suits tor Men
. .a smart plaid, a dark blue
(or brown) pin stripe, and an
all white. By mixing them according to your mood you can
have eight possible outfits trom
the three suits. Their comfort
and style will be as welcome m
June as in February.
Coat and
Trousers . . -

$16.75

Yowell-Drew's

The following Authors will be at

THE BOOKERY
from 3 P. M. t" 6 P. M.

Saturday, Feb. 20, 1937
THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH

Tobuco CoaitUT

IRVING BACHELLER
RICHARD BURTON
ROYAL W. FRANCE
PRESTONIA M. MARTIN
ROSALIE S. MORTON

Monday, Feb. 22, 1937
CHARLES W. DABNEY
EDWIN GRANBERRY
EULALIE GROVER
EDWIN 0. GROVER
JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
JESSIE B. RITTENHOUSE

We invite you to come in and meet them and obtain autographed copies
of their books.

FOUR

THE

UaUin0 §an&ap«r
Published

Weekly

ESTABLISHED
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by Undergraduate
of Rollins.
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Students
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EDITORIAL

Unas sunning yet mighty, sharf and fointed, welltjunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be jound ufon
investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities oj the
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.wo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
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What Founders' Week Means
On Wednesday, November 4, 1885, a group
of fifty-odd students gathered in the Congregational Church of Winter Park for the
opening exercises of Rollins College, Florida's first institution of higher learning.
Now, fifty-two years later we are about
to commemorate this occasion which for all
of us has untold significance. As is customary in most American institutions, several
days have been set aside for the purpose of
honoring those whose foresight and belief in
the youth of all tomorrows made Rollins possible.
It is more than fitting that such an observance should be our foremost tradition,
for it is to the pioneers in any field that the
initial credit and regard is due, and those
who founded Rollins are of a certainty pioneers.
In 1885 Florida was the poorest state per
capita in the nation. Its natural resources
had been barely scratched and the hands of
northern civilization and affluence had
scarcely made themselves felt. Into this
field a group of Christian men and women
brought home to the people the necessity of
providing for their children's education.
Today Rollins stands as a monument to
the validity of their ideal. Few communities in the country can boast greater educational or cultural opportunities than Rollins
offers to the people of Florida and to the nation. It has weathered the storms of time
and is ever moving on toward a greater fulfillment of the ideals on which its foundations were laid.
Founders' Week is our official recognition
of the great service rendered us in 1885. It
is the time when those who are the college
of today commemorate the names of its ancestors. It is not within our power to know
what might have been our lot if Rollins had
never, been, but we can perhaps even now
realize some of the values it has inculcated
in us. Whatever they may be, no appreciation on our part for those who have made
them possible can be too great. At best we
can only symbolize it by such an observance
as Founders' Week and by giving our wholehearted support to the furtherance of Rollins' aims and ideals.

The Animated Magazine
A highlight of the annual Founders' Week
celebration at Rollins College is the Animated
Magazine, lately listed as the Literary Vespers. Each year a n'umber of famous people are invited to participate in this program.
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of the college, is the Editor, while Professor Edwin O.
Grover, professor of Books, is the Publisher.

On these two men falls the duty of planning
and arranging the program.
Publication of the Rollins Animated Magazine will be on Sunday afternoon, February
21, at 2:30. As usual the program will be
presented out-of-doors.
No admission is
charged, but a collection will be taken for the
benefit of the College Library Fund.
Not only is this program a highlight of
Founders' Week at Rollins, but one of the
state of Florida. This is an idea conceived
and realized at Rollins College. No other
school in the country gives to its students
alumni and friends the opportunity of hearing these well-known and learned people
speak on such an elaborate program of this
nature.
The program is interesting to all who attend.
Authors, lecturers, industrialists,
world peace advocates, ministers, priests, or
rabbis, economists, statesmen, or in other
words, the leaders in all forms of social, artistic and economic activity are the speakers
at this gala affair.
This program is not a closed function for
the college feels that anyone who can attend
should share the pleasure and education it
affords.
Orange County should put the
Animated Magazine first in this field of activity offered to its citizens, winter residents
and visitors.
Among the contributors who have accepted invitations to participate in this year's
presentation a r e :
Dr. F. H. Fentener van Vlissingen, of Holland, president of the International Chamber
of Commerce.
Lord David Davies, of Great Britain, industrialist, author, and world peace advocate
Thomas J. Watson, New York industrial
leader, and chairman of the American Sec
tion of the International Chamber of Commerce.
The Reverend Ralph W. Sockman, pastor
of Christ Methodist Church, New York City,
Harry M. Warner, president of Warner
Brothers, motion picture producers.
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Nina Wilcox
Putnam, and Robert P. Tristram Coffin,
authors.
Barclay Acheson, associate editor of
"Readers Digest", and others.
The Sandspur congratulates Dr. Holt
and Professor Grover on their choice of
speakers for this year's edition of the Animated Magazine. Their choice of people will
make a well-rounded program in the interest
of all who will attend. Rollins College is
proud to be able to foster a program as
unique and outstanding as this annual af
fair has proved to be.
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INFIRMARY
INFORMATION

THAT PROBLEM CHILD

Well peopulee. there's sad news
for you, or maybe it's glad news,
but anyway, w-hen I ventured to
the Infirmary for the week's gossip on the sick, I was met at the
door by Mrs. Cook, Cookie to you,
with a "how-am-I-going-to-breakthe-news" look on that thar gentle
and pretty face of hers. She said
that there was no reports to be
given out from now on, because
this was an order. I was chaaagrin
(and not grinning like an ape
either) at this statement. But orders is orders! And Cookie's a
good Qgg, too.

It seems that the parents of
some of our ailing students have
written to the office complaining
over what was said about Johnnie
or Mary in the column.
In tile issue of February 3, 1937,
thc writer of this column said:
"First of all, this coliyum is ail in
fun and should not be taken serioudy without salt and a dash of
Aunt Emily's favorite pantiwaist.
Remember, dear peopulie."
Is this not enough to show to
parents that anything said in this
column is merely of lighter vein?
We feel that the above remark is
sufficient and that it would not
he sui>mitted by most writers of
like columns.
Infirmary Information has been
enjoyed by thc student readers of
the Sandspur since the beginning
of the column in the fall term. We
have never heard of any students
being offended by the remarks of
the columnist.
We appreciate t he posit ion t he
office takes, but too we feel that
it has ovtrstcppo*! its bounds when
supressing a column in the student
pr. Wo have always been told
there is "freedom of the press"
and "no faculty censorship" at Rolins. IJut please enlighten us as
to what this sort of thing is called,
f it is not suppression in the stuBy STEVEN H= BAMBERGER
The program for this morning's dent paper.
THE EDITORS.
Solo Class was as follows:
Piano: Lillias Parker, Prelude,
For the benefit of those who have spent the greater part of last
week congratulating Mr. L«e on his superb edition of "Footnotes", Fug:ue and Variations (Franck); given the opportunity to appear
th the orchestra. I t is hoped
we should like to add a few explanatory remarks regarding his Sally Hammond, Prelude in A Minphenomenal success which has seemingly come to him at an exceed- or (Debussy); Opal Peters, Pre- that Jack Carter, who was the first
ingly late period of his college career. In the first place, ere we are lude in G Minor (Rachmaninoff); to be so honored, has set a preceaccused of giving vent to a long-pent-up and insidious jalousy, let us Estella Mae Bowles, Melody in E dent that will be followed each
year
add our driblet of unstinted praise to that ocean whcih has already (Rachmaninoff).
been poured upon the masterpiece in question. In the second place,
Sally Hammond has been accomVoice: Hazel Bowen, three songs.
let us assure you that unless we are ghost-writing for Mr. Lee—and
Violin: Ruth Melcher, Sonata panying Mme. M. E. Driver of Oxas yet we have received no retainer's fee—last week's colyum was (Handel);
William
Vosburgh, ford, Ohio, who is preparing for a
rightfully ours. We wrote it! And in the third place, let us warn Danse Tzigane (Nachez).
'5ach program she is to give in
On Saturday, February 20, the alumni of everyone that if this error re-occurs, we shall personally take the matTwo outstanding violinists of the lacksonville. Mme. Driver was
Rollins College will celebrate their annual ter up with either Mr. Lee or the printer, depending entirely upon Conservatory, Claudelle McCrary professor of voice for many years
Alumni Day. An elaborate and interesting the physical statures of the gentlemen themselves.
and Broadus Erie, -svill play the at Western College, Oxford, Ohio.
Hazel Bowen and Lillias Parker
Bach double concerto for 2 violins
program has been planned by the Alumni
For quite a time now, the organ j
of the student body—if we can two separate classes—the "lone with the symphony orchestra at are preparing a program to be
Association.
?iven in Altamonte Springs next
the
rt. This
What do the alumni mean to Rollins Col- refer to the Sandspur as such—has wolves" and the "birds of a feath- t h e
week.
lege ? Does our institution gain any benefit taken unprecedented liberties with ei", Xhe "lone wolves" whose ond time that students have bei
ontributors (Ed. Note: Thay charter member is Paul Twachtfrom them ? Is Rollins able to give any benewhaddya mean?) and we're man, make it a point to do their
fit to them?
getting pretty peeved about it too. work in the Sandspur office all
All three questions may be answered with For instance, last week, the author
alone no matter what o'clock it
a "yes". Rollins College, or any other school, of the Inquiring Reporter Column, happens to be. As a result, the
could not run without the benefits it receives George Fuller, fell ill and was un- electric light bills run up by these
from its alumni. The alumni are as much a able to contribute. Lo and be- rugged individuals during a period
from other
newspapers
part of an institution like Roliins as are the hold!! when the paper came out, of one fiscal year, are high enough
students. Each, in his place, has duties to there were two Inquiring Reporter to supply the college with three
Columns and no sign of any author. new tennis courts, a couple of outperform, whether planned or unplanned.
good subject for a drawing. Look
The decrepit old car <
Heaven forbid that Van Beynum houses and God knows how many
The alumni of this school keep the name
at those lines and shadows!
be kidnapped—there'd probably be more deans. Other earmarks of the toll-bridge.
"Fifty
cents,"
cried
of Rollins College alive in the place at which
s of Sandspurs
floating this peculiar tribal order are the
they live. During the eight months that the
wouldn't it make a good silo!
d the next day, all either in continual introductions of various man.
"Sold," replied the dr
students are attending school, it is the alum- search of an editor or running away and sundry beer bottles (al! empty
Street Journal.
ni who are blessed vrith the duty of passing
dammit) into the Sandspur office,
Professor: "I'm letting you out
the name of Rollins on to new people and
But to fully understand the many the withholding of the Svide-open
The average person belif
ten minutes early. Go quietly, so
prospective students. They do not neces- idiosyncrasies of this institution, secret that the Sandspur office
only half he hears, and in so many
sarily do this as a form of duty, but because )ne must have some knowledge of telephone is the only one on the cases it's the wrong half.—St. as not to awaken the other classes.*'
they realize that the benefits they gained ts personnel, the group that is campus that can be usea for out- Louis Star-Times.
esponsible for production. The of-town calls free of charge, and
from Rollins might be given to other peo• taff of the Sandspur consists of
I had a blind date
A man took out insurance
ple—a natural form of showing their appre- I crew of select individuals (select the littering up of said office with
And he was nice to me—
such trash as exchange newspapers against twins. We suppose that
ciation of a thing they love.
n the same sense as are eggs—
But you can have him any time
and college :atalogues and the is what the agents call a double
Rollins College benefits in two ways from lot visibly cracked) who are sup- like.
Without expense or fee—
indemnity policy.—Omaha Worldposed
to
toil
laboriously
for
the
For I am five-foot-six
their alumni. First, and most important, is
Herald.
glory of the Editor, the AssociateThe "birds of a feather", as car
And he is five-foot-three.
the impressions people get of our graduates.
Editor, the college and for journal- easily be surmised are purely fly^ young country minister,
ted
Let us suppose that j'ou meet a well edu- ism. As a result of this low scale
by-day animals
Headed by Van f„^ his jollity, was dining
cated and well polished person. You learn of recompense, half of the staff Beynum and H. "Pooh" Brown, this | f „ m house one Sunday. When h:
The boy was sniffling ntil the
that he or she is a graduate of Rollins Col- spends most of its time in Day- group can be heard any Monday pj^j, „f ^ ^ . ^ .Sicken
passed teacher could stand it n( longer.
lege. Immediately you feel that his good ap- tona, one-quarter of the staff aiternoon m the office, squealing
Finally she rose a t her i Bsk and
pearance and his polite and learned habits meanders in the office a t 5:28 P. merrily with delight and tickling to him, he remarked facetiously: said pointedly, "Johnnie, 1
"Well, here's where that chicken
ave you
are partly due to his excellent college edu- M. on an afternoon when the dead- :hemselves to death. Some do a enters the ministry."
no handkerchief 7"
line is set for 5:30 P. M. and the little telephoning off by themselv
cation and college life.
"Hope it does better there than
other quarter, consisting for the in a corner, others tinkle merrily
"Yes'i
said John '., "but
Secondly, the alumni are contributors to most part of campus forgottenit did in the lay work," rejoined the
m a broken typewriter placed there bright boy of the family.—Scho- mother said I • n't to lend it."—
the fund that gives to Rollins many things men, do all the work.
Pointer.
purposely for their amusement and
that the college could not very well do withIn consequence, the majority of still others just sit at the desk and
out. The students are the ones who benenibble
a
t
their
finger-nails
with
a
And
]
atise on Men:
fit from the funds supplied by the Alumni Sandspurs, presumably destined ireamy look in" their eyes. It is
NO VOICE!
ior parental perusal, nevt
at end of prayer.
Association.
Gus. "The horn on your car must
i'arther away from Winter Park this group that invariably makes
"her eyes were
be broken."
Valentine Day such a howling sucIn appreciation for the enormous task .han Interlachen Avenue; •
Other characteristics by
Mr.: "No, it's just indifferent."
that the alumni do, Rollins College has a few numerable missprints in headlines cess.
Gus: "Indifferent! What do you
benefits they can offer to this body. One and text are enough to make a which they can be recognized are
luean?"
is the Alumni Bulletin. This magazine is common typographical error seem ;heir complete indifference to
Mr.: " I t just doesn't give a hoot."
published in the interests of the alumni. like a "thing of beauty"; and the Beanery food and their love of
editorials, supposedly voicing the Grand Opera.
—Log.
Not good enough to be
Another is th'e annual Alumni Day during
anipus sentiments, seem to exFull
campus
<
rage
Founders' Week. This day is set aside and u-ess the views of a one-track mind
Yeah,—like the grai
He
of
thr illplanned for the returning alumni. In fact .hat just jumped the track. As
Dr. B. Hemple and Dr. E. L.
Founders' Week, as well as the annual re- Mr. Lee would say, "How do you
H-men: Men employed by alpha- Gibbs of the Harvard University
union at Woodstock, Connecticut, is given ike my new Buick?"
College women's clothing costs oet soup makers to pick up drop- medical school have discovered that
in the interests of the alumni as well as for
the brain waves in a cat correspond
Of course, a better acquaintance Qore than college men's clothing ped English H's.
the students.
closely to those found in men.
.vith the staff itself necessitates ccording to a survey of 42 men I-men: Columnists.
The Sandspur wishes to welcome all re- i more intimate knowledge of its and 56 women on the Texas Wes—The New Hampshire,
turning alumni to the Rollins Campus. ndividual members. Let us there- leyan College campus. A complete
Observations on the Tower
Students a t Ohio State UniverEverything we have is as much yours as it ore examine this body piece by outfit for a woman averages $78.90
liece or rather cog by cog and find while a complete outfor a man
sity were charged 2X cents apiece
is ours. In other words: WE ARE GLAD
iut just where the monkey-wenches iverages $60.40. The only single
LO vote by absentee ballot. The
One Plainsman to Another
TO SEE YOU—AND HAVE A "SWELL"
tern for which males pay more
No. 1 (oil paint under finger- total cost of voting by mail was
TIME WHILE YOU ARE HERE.
The staff proper is divided into :han females is hats.
nails): Say, that would make a $175.

Footnotes

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

Ahimni Day
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NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By BILL BINGHAM

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Tars Finished With This

K. A/S, PHI DELTS
ROLLINS FENCERS
SCORE EASY H/iVS
DEFEAT MIAMI U. wmmmsssE^w ^ nsss
IN SECOND HALF
S U N

M O N

T U E

W E D

Win 9-2 In Foils Matches For
Fourth Victory of Year
. itvyweight fistic embroglio involving Champion Jim Braddock,

4

li

6

AT. A,'s

Led By Miller

Brothers

Used

Two

Full

' ngers Joe Louis and Max Schmeling becomes more tangled
Teams to Swamp Independents
44-10
;nute. The latest news is that Braddock and Louis will meet TOWNSEND TAKES TWO
it f!:oltii(;r Field in Chicago, the site of the last million dollar gate and
I
By WENDELL DAVIS
^le scene of the famous "long count", if Braddock can maneuver himThe Rollins College fencers won
! The K. A.s and the Phi Delts opened the second half of the intra^slf out of the scheduled Schmeling bout.
their fourth victory of the year
• mural basketball league successfully with easy victories over the Inwhen they easily downed the^Uni' dependents and X Club last Thursday night in two listless encount'• This match, bringing the young Detroit negro and the veteran
versity of Miami team, 9-2. Foils
! ers before a meagre attendance.
I campaigner of the ring, undoubtedly packs more glamour than a
were the only weapon used. Ehr' Both winners showed little spirit
Braddock-Schmeling fight would, but it looks to us as if Schmelhorn and Belden were the o
in overwhelming the two last place
nig loses a tou'.^h decision. He gained the right to another chance
teams. K. A.s winning margin was
Tars to lose a rnatch. Ehrh
* at the title by putting Louis away in twelve heats, giving the lat44-10, while the Phi Delts triumphdropped a decisio n to Tobin,
^ter his only loss in a professional fight.
ed by the score of 30-23.
gained a victory ov er Blackman !5-2.
The opening contest between the
The two veterai fencers on the
Phi Delts and the X Club found
'[The reason for the anti-Nazi boycott is a little absurd. The club Tar team. Gene Townsend and Capthe winners sleeping on the job as
lys that if Schmeling should win the title he'd take the title back tain Don Cetrulo sailed through
the X Club repeatedly stormed the
XOermany and refuse to defend it, at least against an American, four matches allowing but one
'laddock has not defended his title, won nearly a year and a half touch. A nice feature of the
j Veteran Team Back In Fold Phi Delt defense only to find their
shots futilely rimming the basket.
'|o, and it will be nearly two years before he actually climbs into a matches was the improvement of
I
For First Sessions
At times the Phi Delts led by the
Malcolm Corlies and Jack Hagentog in its defense.
clowning Gei-ard Kirby snapped
bach, who were off form in their
KETTLES IS MOUND ACE their lethargic playing with set-up
first home match against William
Schmeling has hauled in over a million dollars from An
shots featuring Don Murray and
and Mary. These two men also
fiffht fans and we think that if he should get a crack at a title
The first session of the Rollins Ed Levy on the end. Murray and
won
four
matches
between
them,
bout and win he'd leave the Rhineland in a minute if a big enough
baseball team will begin under the Levy led the Phi Delt scoring with
Corlies allowing two touches and
guarantee were,dangled before his eyes.
tutelage of Coach Jack McDowall. nine and eight points respectively.
Hagenbach four.
From the wealth of material on Snooks Mclnnes, the Sunshine kid,
Robert Belden lost his only
The Braddock-Louis fight is a "natural". When a smart, veteran match to Prohasco by a 5-4
hand it looks as if the Tars will put four baskets through the loop,
oxer and a two-fisted hitter square off against each other the scene count. This match and Ehrhorn's
go places this year.
with Frank Miller following with
I set for real drama, especially when a title is at stake. If the bout with Tobin were the only
The Tars can muster a veteran six points for tKe X Club.
ounger, harder hitter connects he is on the road to fistic heights and close ones, the others being walkfor every position on the field with
The K. A.s used two full teams
B the big money, while for the veteran it is the end of the trail.
the exception of first base, where in swamping the Independents.
aways.
Big Ed Levy leaves a gaping hole. George and Elmo Miller led the
The bouts follow:
One
of
the
season's
first
coaches
to
start
spring
practice
In
Perhaps Bouton, a freshman who attack with ten and eight points.
Getting closer home, there will be fistic fireworks in Orlando
Rollins
*
U. of Miami
February I s Coach Francis Schmidt at Ohio State. And here
played on the Lakeland High Don Ogilvie, the Illinois powertonight when Maxie "Mauler" Maxwell, a light-heavy, and Texas
Townsend 5
Blackman 0
Coach Schmidt Is out showing thc boys how to boot thc old pigSchool team last year, can take up house, also caged eight markers.
Joe Dundee, a slightly overgrown middleweight, meet in a return
skin down the field for 50 yards or more.
Townsend 5
Prohasco 0
where Ed left off. Lakeland, a The Independents, led by Frank
match. Tho last time the two tangled, there were seventeen
Ceti-ulo 5
Davidoff 1
dark horse in the State high school Castelluccio, the one-man team
\nockdowns. Dundee won on a foul in the ninth round, but broke
Cetrulo 5
Blackman 0
tournament held here last spring, (and Preacher) held the K. A.s on
his arm earlier in the fight.
Corlies 5
Prohasco 1
edged out such favored teams as even terms the first period but
Corlies 5
Tobin 1
Hillsboro of Tampa and Jackson after that momentous occasion the
Hagenbach
5
Davidoff
3
We would like to add Art Brownell, Frank Daunis, Marion Mclnnis
of Jacksonville to win the State winners began to click. The LeesBlackfan 2
nd Frank Castelluccio, o.icasionally referred to as "Bugle", to our Ehrhorn 5
championship.
burg kids were hot while sinking
Tobin 5
ist of outstanding basketball players in the Intramural league. Ehrhorn 4
Going around the infield, there close-in shots. The K. A. passing
Prohasco
Irownell is a good team man and specializes on one-hand shots from Belden 4
is Mclnnis and Kirby at second. attack continued to feature, again
he side. Daunis, although not a spectacular player, is a valuable man
stamping themselves as the best
nd knows how to get off the floor to nab the tip offs. "Mullet" is
In the intra-mural tennis tour- Will Journey to Gainesville Rick Gillespie, who played semi-pro
he .spearhead of the X Club attack, while Castelluccio is the best
Saturday For First Match ball for Greenwood, S. C, last sum- passing team in the college hoop
nament, this term, the Indepenmer, at short, and Chick Prentice, league. Castelluccio led the losribblcr in the circuit and a good shot.
dents will be represented by: Sue
a three-year veteran, at third. ers with six points.
Ten-y, C. Valentine, R. Melcher, E. VOGEL IS NUMBER ONE
Chick is a dependable fielder with
It looks as if Rollins bit off a big mouthful in scheduling a
Herzfeld and Phyllis Dorr. The
The Rollins Tai-s tennis team lots of ginger, but is a little weak
grid Rame with Ohio Wesleyan. The college has an enrollment
Gamma Phis have on their tennis will hook up in its first match of with the stick.
of around fifteen hundred and played a ten-game schedule last
The varsity eight will open its team, Tubbs, who played recently .the season when it meets the UniThe outfield-still has George Milyear which included Pitt, the Rose Kowl winner. It has a stadium
rowing season against Washington in the Florida State tournament, versity of Florida netmen in
ler, a fleet flychaser who led the
which seats ten thousand and is one of the larger schools in the
Lee here April 2. The sch. Barrett, Whitely and E. Arnold. Gainesville next Saturday, Feb. 20.
team at bat last year despite his
Buckeye Conference.
as outlined by the publicity The Kappas wil] be represented
Although handicapped by the lead-off position, Frank Daunis in
The varsity golf team will make
office is the most ambitious one ti by Grace Ten-y, Showalter, Dot lack of court facilities and the
right and Curry Brady and Jack its initial start of the season when
However, it is better to play stronger opponents and lose than to be undertaken by a Rollins crew.
Bryn and Babe Smtih. The Pi Phis rainy weather lately, the team will Justice alternating in left. Jack it goes up against St. Petersburg
lerely knock over set-ups, although we wouldn't put Miami and Tam- On May 26 Rollins will mate! will enter Cricket Manwaring and present a strong aggregation which is the better fielder with Curry a Junior College at St. Petersburg
urs with Washington and Lei Polly Raoul. The Alpha Phis have sizes up as being about as strong
a in that class. We like the Rollins schedule for next year. It has
Sati||day.
good long-distance clouter.
nice combination of breathers and hard games, although it wouldn't there. On the 28th the crew will Bernice Gardener, Perry Oldham, as last year's team.
The team is unusually strong
The pitching staff will have
against Williams Colle'ge of Durl Rodgers and Jessie Steele as
urt our feelings to see Newberry, which has never won a game from
Heading the list of players is Goose Kettles as its mainstay with this year with George Victor, a
Williamstown,
Mass.,
a
t
Kent,
fie Tars, dropped.
a formidable team. The Chi Ome- Bob. Vogel who recently ousted Hal Brady and Thurm McPherson freshman this year, nabbing the
1. On May 30 the eight will gas will enter Ruth Price and
Hank Lauterbach temporarily from also vying for a starting position. number one position away from
take part in the New York Rowing
Sidelights: If you are in heed of a whistle for basketball games
Francis Robinson, and the Thetas the number one position on the lad- Jim Mobley, chunky little fire- Bob Caten and Dick Baldwin, holdAssociation Regatta. This date
you might see AI Swan who can perform with truly amazing
will be represented by Mower, der. Hank will be at number two baller who won five games last overs from last year's team, who
tentative as yet.
technique even to emitting the little whurr. . . Jack Torrance,
with Chick Prentice at the third year, is the only veteran who grad- will again occupy the second and
Acher, Ladd and Macpherson.
Louisiana shot putter, turned pro boxer has been suspended alThe TaV huskies will wind up
slot as a result of beating Jack uated. The catching department third positions. The last place will
ready . . . he has fought three times. . . . Thurm McPherson, the
The Thetas will enter Myers, McKay in a challenge match.
le season against Manhattan,
has the hard-hitting Murray and be fought out between Art Browsilent sphinx of tho Rollins campus, reports that he is feeling
honi they defeated by a length White, Lichtenstein and Stoddard
If the Intramurals are complet- the dependable Carroll Goodwin nell and Marvin Scarborough.
in thc pink and will win 25 games for the Tar baseball team . . .
in
the
intra-mural
golf
tournament.
last year on May 31.
ed. Jack Hall -j^ill probably be at again battling for a starting posiVictor is the standout golfer as
which you can lu'lieve or not. . . . Rollins generally schedules about
The Pi Phis will be represented by number five with Bill Bingham oche shoots in the low seventies contion.
eighteen encounters with rival clubs.
Manwaring, Hyer, Harbison and J. cupying the last position. The
Among the newcomers, Bouton sistently and occasionally dips into
Smith. The Kappa team consists team is weakened by the loss o:f
ems most likely to be a starter. the high sixties. Caten and Baldof Babe Smith. Jane Axline, Bliz Art Brownell who has decided to
although Joe Justice at third may win average around seventy-five
Blunden and Betty Reser; the go out for golf.
Expert Service
give Prentice a run for h; money, with Brownell and Scarborough
Gamma Phi team has Heath, BarThe doubles combinations are
pretty good f only a stroke or two higher.
KENDALL
rett, Tubbs and Whitely; 'the In- still rather doubtful, although it Bill Daughei'ty has
St. Petersburg waS originally
the 2000 mile oil
dependents, C. Valentine, M. Ham- looks as if either Prentice or Mc- high school record as a flinger
hile
Frank
Castelluccio
is reputed scheduled to play here last Saturmond, P. Dorr and H. Turner.
Kay will team with Lauterbach in to be a better than average player. day, but rain forced its cancellathe
first
position
while
the
extra
In the intra-murai fencing
tion.
matches, the Pi Phis will be repre- man will team with Hall for second
Standing Second Half
Knox College will celebt-ate its
ted by Polly Chambers and doubles.
Team
Won
Lost
hundredth
anniversary during the
The third position seems to be
s Johnson; the Thetas by Good
Kappa Alpha
1
0 Founders' Day program to be held
and Macpherson; the Independents wide open. Coach Trowbridge has
Phi Delta Theta
1
0 on the 14th and 15th of February.
by Guppy; the Gamma Phis by Bingham, Parker, Gillespie and
Theta Kappa Nu .... 0
0
Steuve and Bailey and the Kappas Bingo Biroli to decide from and
X Club
0
1
choose any combination he sees fit.
by Emily Showalter.
Independents
0
1
Do you know that you have
li who has come out steadily
lot seen Orlando unless you pay
for only a week is a flashy player,
but rather erratic.
Magic Novelty Shop
when you want •
The Florida team always preWherever you see it, you
132 N. Orange Avesents a strong squad and usually
can be sure of getting the
Magic Souvenirs and Jokers
has the edge in a Rollins-Florida
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will unThe varsity tennis match bederstand ^hy it is the
Get that wave o
tween Rollins and St. Petersburg
South's largest-selling ice
distinction at
Junior College scheduled for last
The New JANTZENS are i
Saturday was cancelled by the latThe new rough weaves, past
and remember
ter school. Manager George GaJoin the Sealtest Saturday night shades. Most styles $4.95.
Quality — Service
"Beauty is a
briel announced.
Radio Party—fi P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC
Duty"

*

-' ^

TO REPORI SOON

^^ . .

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

iS 2b 27

1ENNI8 TEAM TO
PLA! FLORIDA U.

Rollins Crew Opens
Season With W. and
L. Here May Second

Varsity Golf Team
Will Meet St. Pete
In Opening Match

ANDY'S GARAGE

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

St. Petersburg Jr.
College Cancelled
Match With Rollins

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET

'Eda's

The R. F. Leedy Co.

Better Washing - Polishing - Greasing

BUICK

to

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

Henry Lander
Has the verv best preetinRs for you on your return or perhaps il is vour first visit to ROI.I.IXS and also he wishes lo
say that this (The College Store) is always at your service.
Kvcrvonc sav«; we have the best sandwiches to be had—
we also serve "souu of all kinds and really Rood coffoel

LANDER'S
The Smile Factory
PHONE 101 FOR SUDDEN SERVICE

Tire and Battery Service

CONGRATULATIONS

PONTIAC

ROLLINS COLLEGE
and best wishes
to

Two Fine Cars

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECL\L RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

FINE USED CARS

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.

DR. HOLT
and his associates
for continued success.

WINTER PARK ELECTRIC SHOP.

330 N. Orange

Day and Night Service on Radios

Orlando

Phone: Day 29—Night 204

THE

AD LIBS
By RICHARD ALTER

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

10 BE OF FRIOAy Inquiring Reporter APPEAR IN SERIES
Entire

Staff
and
Visiting
Notables Invited

Durl Rodgers and Nan Poeiier
went to Palm Beach Friday to visit
H e r D r a m a t i c A r t R e c o g n i z e d Nan's mother.
Throughout Theatre
Anne Roper and Tommy Costello
spent Saturday and Sunday
I S F A M O U S M O N O L O G I S T Winter Haven.

Question: Is it true what they say about Rollins?
Jane Harding: Who squealed?

TO BE IN M O N K E Y
Seeing as this is our Founders'
Week edition of this rag we
thought we should put on a little
dog for the folks who are visiting
us, i.e. alumni, subscribers to The
Animated Magazine, and all the
celebrities who happen to be hero.
So on your left is the dog we mentioned.

Of course you all know where
to take watches when they won't
run and your fountain pens when
they won't write
But did you
know that at the same place
(Grover Morgan's we're talking
about if you haven't guessed) you
can get any type of jewelry you
desire. Whether it's for a gift or
for your own personal use. Compacts, bracelet watches, watch
chains, charms, or how about a
nice signet ring?

Fur lined mittens? No sir,
not in this state. But something you do need can be
easily had just by doing down
to R. F. Leedy's store. They
are the new Jantzen swimming suits, in new weaves
and new colors. Drop in and
get yours now.

Maybe you think this is Columbus looking for a new country to discover but we fooled
you. Believe it or not, it's
Twachtman out looking for
some new advertisers. We know
for certain it is Paul because
he's standing by a Bay (Buzzards'?) and he has long hair.
Shades of Old Gold puzzles!

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

WING

Dick Lee:

I can't believe it.

"Mink" Whitelaw: Y'ou mean those little Whyte lies?

The annual Sandspur luncheon
which is the official get-together
of the entire staff with its friends
and visiting notables will be held
Friday the nineteenth at one
o'clock in the Monkey Wing of the
Beanery. The luncheon is a part
of the Founders' Week program
and plays an important part in letting the students get acquainted
with the visiting journalists and
authors of note.

Frannie Wilkinson: Don't bother me now, I'se amuggin.
Warren Goldsmith:

I suppose so.

,

Steve Bamberger: You mean that Beanery ham?
Gibbs (de Beanery Boy):
H. Brown:

''Preacher" Edwards:
Ellie Gwinn:

What do they say?

If you mean what I think you mean—yes!
0 fudge! I hope not.

I thought somethin' was haywire.

Robert and Richard Belden (the younger):

Our parents

think so.

N e x t w e e k ' s q u e s t i o n : W h a t do you t h i n k of t h e
Robert Van Beynum, as editor
of the Sandspur and chairman of
proposed n e w class schedule?
the Publications Union, will act in
the capacity of toastmaster and
speakers for the occasion are expected to be Irving Bachellor who
will talk on the founding of the
newspaper syndicates, John Pal:Tier Gavit, managing editor of the
Thursday, March 4th, at 7:30 P. M,
By ALFRED McCREARY
New York Evening Post, and
Each organization entering the
The men and women, indepenothers.
dent of any fraternity or sorority contest will sing two (2) songs.
Special invitatioi^ are being is- on the campus, have taken it upon If the organization is a fraternity
sued to Ray Stannard Baker, Mrs. themselves to organize and plan ir sorority, it is preferable that
Charles Cooper, wife of the emi- what they hope will be a perma- one of the songs be a fraternity or
nent professor of Journalism at nent annual activity of the Rollins • orority song of the respective orColumbia School of Journalism, program. This event is to he ganization. The other song is entirely optional.
Mrs. Emilie Cass, whose husband known as the Campus Sing.
was long connected with the CleveIf an organization so desires, it
At the last meeting of the Inland Evening Plain Dealer and who dependents, Nelson Marshall was •nay enter a separate "singing
herself has been connected with chosen to be chairman of a com- team" for each of its two songs.
newspaper work; J. C. Rossier, mittee, the duty of which was to One team must be not less than a
William Glenn, Si Mefianer, Henry Iraw up the rules and regulations trio; the other must be more than
Balche, Martin Anderson of the of this competitive songfest. Other a quartet.
Orlando Sentinel-Star and Reporter members of this committee includEntries for the women's conStaff, and William Traer and H. ed: Lois Sue Terry, Davitt Felder, gest must be filed hy February
W. Weidner of the Orange Press. Emilie Herzfeld, and Franw Wal- 23rd.; for the men's contest, by
The Publications Union consisting ker, After due deliberation the March 2nd. These entries may be
of student representatives of th^ rules decided upon are as follows; filed with either Sue Terry or
various college publications as well
The Campus Sing, with competi- Nelson Marshall.
as faculty advisers to the Publi- tion for women, will be held ThursThe contest will be judged by
cation Union will be in attendance. day, February 25th, at 7:30 P. M. three people, one from the ConAll members of the Sandspur staff
The Campus Sing, with competi- servatory, and two others from the
are also cordially invited.
tion for men, will. be held on Staff.

Independents Organizing Campus Sing
To be Held Thursday, February 25th

Miss Frances Homer, famous
monologist, who was forced
cause of illness to postpone
program of "Ladies of Destiny" on
January 29, will fill her engage
ment in the Annie Russell Theatre
on Tuesday evening, Feb. 23.
More and more Fi-ances Homer';
unique dramatic art is being reC'
ognized as one of the outstanding
contributions to the contemporary
American theatre. She is nationally known as one of the foremost exponents of the one-woman
drama and she stands next to
Ruth Draper, in the . opinion of
many, as the finest of its creators
and interpreters.
In her sketches of "Ladies of
Destiny", Miss Homer has not only
.shown a clear grasp of the historical settings and significances
of her characters, but she has been
able to make them seem more
understandable and
thoroughly
alive through her rather modern
viewpoint. Queen Isabella of Spain
suffers through a depression! Nell
Gwynn remembers her early life
of adversity and wins the concession for the Chelsea Hospital from
her royal lover, Charles I I ! Lady
Hamilton defies convention with
her love for Lord Nelson! Mary
Fitton breaks Will Shakespeare's
heart because she can't reform
from her flirtations. Josephine
Bonaparte understands how to
manage her husband, and by that
management to promote his success. As Miss Homer says, "It all
happened yesterday—but it could
happen today!"
Miss Homer's appearance here
viil be the fifth event in the Annie Russell Series.

Ruth Spruance spent tHe weekend in St. Petersburg with her i
rents.
Phyllis Door spent Saturday with
her parents in Daytona.
Edelweiss Hefty went to Miami
Saturday.
Anne Earle spent Friday and
Saturday in St. Petersburg.
Marguerite Beyer went to her
home in West Palm Beach Thursday for the remainder of the wet'. '
end.
Lilah Nelson spent the week-t
at her home in Leesburg.
Marilyn Tubbs, Freling Snii
Polly Raoul, and John Turner sp,
Sunday at Coronado.
Kit Van Buren went to S t Pet-1
ersburg Saturday.
Dorothy
Ciccarelli,
Daphne
Banks, and Anne* Miller spent the '
week-end in Eustis.
Kenney Solomons drove to Miami
for the week-end.
Jack Hoy went to his home
Lakeland.
Betty Jack visited with her family in St. Petersburg.
Cathie Bailey's mother and sister from White Plains, N. Y.,
visiting Winter Park.
Ollie Daugherty went to his '
home in Wildwood for the week* I
end.
Oliver Wittmer and Ray Hickok
ove to St. Petersburg aSturday.
John Shoenberg went to Miami
for the week-end to visit his parents.
Art Brownell's mother and sister from Buffalo, N. Y., are spending a few days in Winter Park,
Charles Currie went to Pahn
Beach Friday to visit his mother
id sister from New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Lonsdale
from St. Louis, Mo., are in Winter Park visiting their son, John.

If the radio in your car doesn t
smoothly as this one, you
had better take it down to the Winter Park Electric Shop and have
them give it the once over. They
are experts in their line and can
your radio ills.

We put this picture in to prove to our advertisers that
somebody reads our column anyway. They have swallowed
all that stuff above and are looking down for some more.

When you are back in your
dormitory, all alone and are
feeling pretty hungry, then
is when you'll wish that you
had a box of Taylor's Tropical Sweets to chew on. You
can get them at the Women's
Exchange in Winter Park.
The Women's Exchange is on
of the block above the Post Office downtown. They
also take orders for Indian River Citrus Fruit if you would
likes some shipped home.

Heres aroma
for you
.. .a picture of Chesterfield
tobacco just as it comes out of
the 1000-pound wooden hogsheads after ageing for three years.

There are no flies on this guy.
Well I guess not. He's got the jitters too bad. I'll bet he's seeing
the little men, too. When you get
into this condition just phone 101.
Lander's, and order one of their
"Morning-after Speed Whip Specia!s" or somethi^^ else with cream
in it. Elbow will have it up to
you in "fi' mini's".

If you could be there w h e n these hundreds of hogsheads are o p e n e d u p
. . . if you could see this mild ripe

Here are a couple of pictures to remind you co-eds
that E^a's Beauty Shop is
s i l l turning out some beautiful work and that if y
heir isn't becoming to you,
ytiu ihould be coming to
them.

tobacco, p r i m e a n d ready to b e m a d e
into Chesterfield Cigarettes . . . see t h e
golden color of t h e l e a f . . . a n d get a
whiff of t h a t delightfiil a r o m a . . . you'd
say . . .

Well, our reel
is running out
and we will have
to sign off. We
hope you enjoyed
ths variation of
our
motionless
motion pictures.
If you did, we
feel repaid, if you
didn't, just help
yourself
to
a
drink.

"Delicious . . . makes me
think of fruit cake."

Mild, ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos...
aged three years.. . make Chesterfield an outstanding
cigarette...give them a more pleasing taste and aroma.
Copyright 1937. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO

CO,

